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My invention relates to ,an improved 
process of _and apparatus for _distilling loils 
under pressure, involving an. operation 
commonly known as “cracking” by which a 

`Igreater volume of lower boiling point hy 
drocarbons is produced than is obtainable 
by ordinary methods of distillation. 'The 
successful cracking of oils under pressure 
involves two major problems; 'and the de 
gree to which these two problems are solved 
determines' the eíiicîencv ~and economy of 
the` process itself. The :[irst of these prob 
lems is to eíi'iciently and economically crack 
a'portion-_of the oil; and the second is to 
eiïect a clean separation of the portion 
cracked and the portion that will not crack 
at the operating temperature and pressure. 

,‘ ‘In'_.the solution of the first problem it is 
1. essential to avoid local overheating in order 
'i Y20 to prevent excessive coke formations which 

 constitute the greatest obstacle and hin 
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drance in all known cracking systems of oil 
distillation. The prevention, or at least 
the substantial reduction, of coke formation 
is, in my p-resent invention, brought about 
partly by effecting an exchange ofv heat from 
the distillate produced and- the residuuin 
drawn oil' to the crude material so that the 
additional heat required of the primary 
heating medium is reduced to a minimum, 
thereby avoiding local overheating; and 
partly by employing a heating system that 
causes the crude material to be heated in a 
progression, whereby the heating strain is 
so reduced and distributed and the intensity 

- of th-e heat required is so lowered that only 
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‘ „ ing when required. 

a negligible- amount- of coke is produced. ' 
Furthermore, in my present apparatus prac 
tically all of the carbon or coke that is'gen- a 
erated in the apparatus is deposited on the 
_surfaces of certain heating plates in the 
boiler or still over which'the crude material 
iiows in the form of a wide thin film, wash 
ing the carbon or coke off practically as fast 

it is deposited. Moreover the boiler or 
still is of such a construction as to render 
the heating plates easily accessible for clean 

4In carrying out my invention, I pass the 
~vapor given off from the. boiler or still first 

' through a dephlegmator` and thence through 
a vapor condenser. In the dephlegmator 

' and condenser the reflux-and vapor impart 
their ylatent heat of vaporizatioii to the in 
comïng oil, which latter travels counter 
>current to the flow of the vapor in both the 

1922. >serial No. 566,470. 

condenser and the dephlegmator, so that 
there is a gradual exchange of heat in regu 
lar progression from the vapor to the crude . 
material; the condensed 'vapor or distillate 
first encountering the unheated oil, and the 
latter being progressively and uniformly 
heated up as it trav-els through the inci'eas 
ingly heated portions of the vapor eon-l . 
denser and dephleginator. Not only does 
the inflowing o"l thus absorb‘the heat of 
the vapors in the manner described, but it 
`likewise absorbsheat from the residuu'm of 

as. 

the stillwhich is caused to flow, under the:A 
pressure maintained in the system, through 
the dephlegmator and vapor condenser in 

70 

the-saine direction as the vapor counter- . > 
current- to the flow of the incoming oil. Fi 
nally, the' redux! from the rdephlegmator 
Joins and coininingl'es with the incoming 
oil after the latter' has passed through the 
condenser and dephlegmato-r, and parses 
back into the still preferablv through the 
.same pipe by which the distilled vapor 
travels from the still tothe dephlegmator, 

of heat from the vapor.> . 
In the accompanying drawings I have il 

lustrated a complete apparatus capable of 
carrying out my improved process of oil 
cracking and embodying in a practical and 
preferred form the novel structural features 
of my present invention; and referring 
theret0 ’ ' 

thereby absorbing aV` still `further amountl 

1_ is an elevation, partly in v>l`vertical 
section, illustrating a complete planv or sys- . 
tem embodying my invention: ' 

through the still; . , - 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged vertical section 

through the dephlegmator and condense-i' 
and their. immediately associated parts and - 
connections; 

Fig. 4 is a further enlarged verticaly sec 
tion through one of the vapor tubes or con 
duits of 5 the dephlegmator. illustrating> a 
structure by which a spiral or Serpentine 
upward ?low of the vapor and backward 

' íiow of the reflux is effected; 
Fig. 5 is a cross section on the line 5-45y 

of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 6 is an enlarged horizontal sectionl 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged vertical isection. 
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through’ the still taken onthe line 6-6 of' 'I 
Fig. 2; 

Fig. 
a pair ot heating plates taken on the line 
7-7 of Fig. 2; . ' 

7 is an enlarged-cross section through> ne 



_ _ Fig. 8 is an enlarged cross-section through i 
the dephlegmator and'vapor 'condenser taken' 
.on thet line'8-8' of Fig. 3 ;` ' ' 

Fig-9 is a vertical section o_?îa device for 
fixing the level of the condensate -in the con 
denser; _and ' ` y _. _' ‘ 

Fig. 10 is an enlarged'cross-section on the 
^ line 10-'-10 of Fig. 9_„ 

10 
" I will. Íirst brieiiy describe the principal 
units of the complete- system andv their con 

’ nections, and I will then describe in detail 
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the several units themselves. .  __ 

Referring to Fig.' 1, R designates a residu 
u/in tank of ample capacity and mounted on 
a ‘ suitable foundation, said tank being ca 
pable of'sustaining an internal pressure of 
anywhere from one to one thousand '.pounds' 
per squareA inch gauge pressure. On this 
tank is mountedthe boiler or still designated 
'as an entirety by S. 4Froiiithe top ¿of the 
still coaxially disposed pi es 10 and 11 lead 
into the bottoml of a' ephlegmator and 
*scrubberv designated as an entirety lby D. 
From the ~upper end of the dephlegmator. co 
axially disposed outer and inner pipes 12 and 
13 lead into -tlie upper end of a vapor con 
denser'designated >as an entirety by C. 14 
designates a pipe through which the crude 
material entei‘s the'syste'm, thi-s pipe entering 
the intermediate or oil (hamber ot' the vapor 

f condenser. From' the upper. portion of' this 

¿o 
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. by a centraltube 25 through -Which’th'e re-y 
lsiduum flows from the bottom of the stilil 

`5.5 directly into the .résiduum tank. Mounted 

latter a pipe l5 conducts the oil'into the top 
ot an oil tank T, equipped with a float valve 
99 from the lower end of which tank a'pipe 
>16 carries-the oil into the dephlegmaîtor D. 
_From the bottom of the condenser C pipes-_ y . 

ner- wall of the headerV and are fitted _into _ 17 and 18 convey the condensedrdistilla'te 
into a receiving drum Z from the upper'end 
of 'which the permanent gas is released 
through a pipe 19 and cock 20, and-from thev 
lower‘end ot whi'h the distillate. flows to 
storage through a pipe 21 and cock 22. ,Y " ' 

. ' _ Thema. 'y ’ p i 

AThe boiler-orstill is mainly illustratedas 
to its structural details in Figs. 2, 6` and 7. 
23 designates. the lower head of a cylindrical 
metal tank constituting ̀ the housing or shell' 
of the vapor generator. This tank head 23 
may conveniently be‘mounted and supported _' 
directly on the residuum tank R by suitable: 
feet 24, and communicates with 'said' .tank 

on the tank head 23 lare a pair of arallel 
Í"upright frame' structures designate ...asygan 

’ entirety by 26,> whichconstitutelsupports 
for a pair of 
(left and right 
joined at their convergent ends by hollow 
headers and internested .so as to form' be~l 
tween adjacent plates‘o? the two groups a 
continuous zigzag conduit for the gravityv> 
flow of the crude material in a'broad thin 

continuous íilin orv stream-from top-_tól bot 
tom. Fig. 2 Alhave designated the left _ f 
„hand group as an entirety by 1~ and the right 
hand¿ group lwhich interiits therewith .as an 
entirety _hy-.7'. ' Theî heating plates vof both 70 
groups are structurally identical and are best ~ ' 
-shown in` detailv in the crosssectional views, 
Figs. 6 and 7', wherein 27 designates a group 
of `tubes disposed side by side Aat equally 
spaced intervals, and 28 designates each ot 
a pair of longitudinally corrugated boiler 

. plates which overlie and underlie respective 
ly the tubes 27, and 29 designates rivetsunit 
'in ' the two plates midway between adjacent 
tu _es ._27. ‘ By this construction _isi’ormed a 
hollow vheating plate structure which pro 
vides two separate groups of conduits for 
heating media, namely, the’ii'iteriors of the 
tubes »27, and the passages formed between 

` adjacent tubes 27 and the plate sections span' 
ning adjacent tubes. Figs. 2 and 6 show one 
practical means of uniting the convergent’ 
ends ot' each connected pair of'heating plates 
so as to render the internal conduits ot' saidx 
plates continuous.- 30 >designates a hollow 
header or manifold that extendstransverse 
ly of the inner convergent ends of the heat- 'I 

im 

ing plates and is provided with a central" 
longitudinal _partition or lbridge plate 31 f 

extending from end to end thereof, and' is further provided with a. tapped cleanout' 
holes 32 in its outer `wall normally closed 
by. plugs 33.’ .By vreference'to Fig. ô'it will ' 
be observed that the 'header `30 carries trun 
nions 34 journaled in the frame uprights 26. 
The tubes 27 are extended throug‘hvthe iii-_..` 

the .partition ‘Wall 3l,`whereby ysaid tubes..` 
communicate “freely with'a' header chamber 
30a on the'outer side ofthe partitionY wall; 
The inner vwall of the header 30 is `formed 
with apertures 35 at points betweenadjacent 
tubes 27, thus throwing the'heating plateY 
.conduits that lie betweenv adjacent tubes 27 
into communicationA with a header 'chamber 
30?’ on the inner sí'de ofthe partition v3.1. 
The outer convergent ends"of adjacent 

heater plates are placedfin lcommunication 
with each other by. ay generally similar header 
construction, comprising. individual headers 
'oi;__'manifolds 30’. structurally identical with 
the headers or manifolds 30, andhaving their 
¿.râsiìective inner and outer chambersÍconnert 
e ' . 

in'Fig. 6, thel headers 30’ have at _their ends . 
v_.‘truimions 38,~similar.to the trunnions 34 of 
vthe‘._h'eaders'30,.which trunnions 38 are like 

A ‘ wise mounted land 'supportedin the upright 
enerally .VV-shaped groups., ' " 
of hollow heating plates = 

y; vcrtilcalftubes 36- and 37. As shown 

frame' 26;- ' '1 ' 

h1-The` >above described structure affords' an  
continuous zigzag ymultiple tube conduit for 
the upward flow 'of a heating agent through 
the heating platet'ubes27, _'thelieader com 
partments 3.0“, and thepipes 37, and another 
continuous multiple tubeëzigzagj conduit ttor 

121) 
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the upward íiow of another heating medium 
through the passages-formed by and between 

_the tubes and the boiler plates, the header 
compartments 30”, and the pipes 36. 

' In preferred'practice the last mentioned 
multiple tube conduits are used for the up 
ward flow „Fof- the primary heating medium, 
which is prelfei‘ably superheated steam, while 
the first më itioned group of conduits is _em 
ployed >for the >upward iiow of residuum 
from the-residuum tank R. To insure the 
vdownward and forward flow of the crude 
material, the longitudinal edges of each 
plate which forms a part of the trackway 
or Ipatho'f the material are turned upwardly, 
as show-n at 39 in -F ig. 7 to a level slightly 
abovethe height of the headers, thus pre 
venting,lateralspilling or overliow of the 
crude material, and insuring its continuous 
downward flow in a zigzag direction over 
the header at the footof the plate down onto 
the next underlying heating plate. _ 
The apparatus last described, consisting 

40i.’ the internested generally W-shaped hol 
low heating plates with their connecting 
headers and pipes, is vsubstantially identical 
with that shown. described and ¿claimed in a 
former application filed by meen the 29th 
day of April 1922` Serial No._`§î§`557,421, and 
no claim thereto specifically isfmade herein. 
Surrounding and completely enclosing the 

vapor generating apparatus last described 
is a cylindrical .tank or bell, comprising a 
tank body 46 and an upper tank head 41 
which may be integral- or continuous with 
the body 40, and is so shown herein.l The 
lower tank head 23 andthe tank body 40 
have mating flanges 23’ and 40’ '(Fig. 2) 
providing a packed tongue and groove joint 
at 42 and united by bolts‘or rivets 43.» The 
still-housing or tank is, of course, construct 
ed of a'material capable of withstanding the 
maximum internal pressure under which the 
system may bepperated and which Icon 
template _may approximate in- some _instances 
one thousand pounds per square inch. 

_ From- the' outer chambers of the lower 
most headers-30’ ofthe two groups of heat 
ing plates there extend downwardly pipes 44 
(Fig. 2) through the lower tank head 23 
and the top of theresiduum tank' R, said 
pipes 44 terminating slightly above the bot 
tom of the residuum tank, and serving to. 
conduct residuum, under the internal pres 
sure existing in the residuum tank, rup 
wardly into the _lower ends of the residuum 
conduits of the two roups o_f heatingvplates. 

'ng topmost headers 30’ 
pipes 45 conduct theresiduum through a 
vertical pipe> 46 and ï coupling' 47 kint-o the 
residunm outflow pipe 11 previously`inen 
tion'ed. _ '  . 7» I 

48 designates a pipe for the iniiow-.Qf ksu 
perheated steam or other fluid primary heat 
ing medium, from which branch Vpipes 49 

lead to the inner chambers of the two lower~` 
most headers 30’_ ; and from the correspond 
>ing chambers of the topmost headers 30’ 
branch pipes 50 conduct the steam to a sin- _ l 
glei steam discharge pipe 5_1 that is carried 
Vthroug‘nthe _head '41 of the still tank. 

Thesaid top 41 of the still tank has a cen 
tral vapor outlet opening 52, through and 
over which is fitted a shortpipe section 53 
carrying a coupling orunion 54, to which 
latter is connected the_pipe_.1»f)> previously 
described as enclosing the resid-num pipe 11. 

Directly beneath the pipe section 5_3 is a 
:tunnel 55, through which the incoming crude 
material, together with the reflux, is 'deliv 
ered to> and overilows the trough 56 extend 
ing crosswise of the topmost heating plate, 
by which the crude material overflows onto 
the latter. 

The alephlegmazïor. i 

»i The detailed structure of the dephlegma 
_tor is shown mainly in Figs. 3 and 8. This 
comprises a cylindrical tank body 57 and 
lower and upper heads 58 and 59 joined to 'l 
the tank body by tongue and groove joints 
as shown. This tank is divided by trans 
verse ̀ tube sheets or diaphragms 58’and 59’v 
into upper, intermediate and lower compart 
ments 60, 61 and 62, respectively. Extend 
ing between and at their ends rolled into the 
diaphragms 58’ and 59’ are several circular 
groups of vapor tubes 63` through which the 
vapors from the-still iiow from the lower 
compartment 62 to the upper compartment 
60. The Avapor scrubbing and condensing 
effects of the‘tubes 63 may be enhanced by , 
equipping each tube with a spiral’64, clearly 
shown in detail in Figs. 4 and 5, by which 
the vapor flowing upwardly through the 
tube is caused to follow a serpentine path.- ~ ' 
Inwardly ofthe innermost group of va- ~ ' 

por tubes is disposed a similarv circular 
group of tubes 65 which constitute residuuin 
conducting tubes. To the lower diaphragm 
59’ is secured a large tube section or >mani 
fold 66 that encircles and communicates 
with the lower endsof .the residuumtubes 
65; and the manifold 66 is connected by a ' 
p_i e 67 and unionl coupling 68Íwith the re 
sic num How pipe 11 from the still; and the 

ll() 

bottom '58 of the dephlegmator tank is con' 
neeted by a pipe 69 and flanged and bolted ' 
coupling 'ZO with the 
the top of the still. 

 'Interposed in the pipe 10 is a flanged T 
coupling 10“ from the upper side ofvwhich 
_vapor conducting pipes 71 and 72 lead into 
the upper portion of the lower compartment 
62 preferably at diametrically opposite 
points of the latter. 

Fitted into and depending from'the‘lower 
diaphragm-59’ .and communicating with the', 
`_intermediate chamber 61 is a pipe 73 for the 
discharge ofthe crude material from the in- ; 

pipe 10 leading fromy 
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termediate chamber 61 to the lowermost 
chamber 62; and in this pipe73 is a regulat 
ing valve 7 4 having a -stcm 7 5 extending 
through a packed bearing in the cylindrical» 
wall of thc dephlegmator tank, by which the 
ilow of‘the crude material can be regulated 
as hereinafter described. 

Secured tothe upper diaphragm 58’ and‘ 
encircling the upper ends of the residuum 
tubes 65 and communica-ting with the latter" 
is a large pipe section or manifold 76, simi 
lar to the manifold 66; and extending later 
ally therefrom is the residuum delivery pipe 
13, this latter passing through the vapor 
transfer pipe 12 that communicates with the 
topmost ~compartment 60. , 
Joined to the discharge pipe 16 leading 

from the overhead supply tank T by an el 
bow coupling _79 is a pipe 80 that extends 
centrally through the upper head 59 ofthe 
dephlegmator cylinder through the upper 
compartment 60 and its‘contained manifold » 
76, into and nearly to the bottom of the in 
termediate compartment 61. Preferably 
and as herein shown, the lower end of the 
pipe 8() is closed, and said pipe is provided 
with pcrforations or small apertures 81 that 
extend practically the full length` vot that 
portion of the pipe lying within the chamber 
61 and allow the incoming oil to trickle 
through and build up in the space around 
the vapor and residuum tubes. In the up 
per end of the pipe 80 is a 'valve 82 having a' 

y stem 83 by which the amount of oil entering 
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the perforated pipe 8O may be controlled at 
will.  ’ ' 

The condenser. 
From the'dephlegmator last described the 

uncondensed portion of the vapors Vand the 
uncondensible gases flow through the pipe 
12, and the residuum Hows through the pipe 
18, to the condenser C. structurally the 
_condenser is substantially a duplicate of the 
dephlegmator, omitting the `perforated 4oil 
delivery pipe 80, Awith the vapors and 
residuum flowing from >top to bottom, 1n 
steadof in the reverse direction. Briefly 
describing the structure of the condenser, 
the same comprises a cylindrical tank bodyk 
84 and”lower and upper heads 85 and 86 
joined to the tank body by the tongue and 
groove joints shown. 
by transverse tube sheets or diaphra ms 87 
and 88 into upper, intermediate an lower 
compartments 89, 90 and 91, respectively. 
.Extending between and lat their ends rolled 
into the diaphragms 87 and 88 are several 
`circular groups of vapor tubes 92, through 
which the uncondensed vapors and uncon 
densible gases from the dephlegmator How. 

' from the upper compartment 89 to the lower 
compartment 91. _ ` ~ . 

Inwardly of the innermost group of vapor 
tubes is disposed a group of tubes 93 which 

The tank is divided' 
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-constitute‘ducts for thedownward How of 
residuum. To` the upper diaphragm 'is se~ 
cured ¿large tube section'- or manifold 94 
that encircles and communicates with the 
residuum tubes 93, and into which the ” 
residuum conducting pipe 13 is led. The 
Ivapor conducting pipe 12, which encircles 
the residuum pipey 13, is similarly connected 
into the side of the upper ̀ compartment 89.' 

encircling the lower ends of the residuum 
Securedv to the lower diaphragm 88 andv 

tubes 93 and communicating with the latter . 
is a’large pipe section or manifold 95„simi 
lar to the manifold 94; and from the bottom 
of the manifold 95 a residuum discharge 
pipe 96 leads through the lower head 85 of 

Si) 

the condenser cylinderg‘and ‘thence _to any- . 
suitable point of discharge'or storage. In 
the pipe 96 is a flow regulating valve 97 
(Fig. 1) having a stem-98 by which it may 
be' manually manipulated. ' ' ` 

-From the lower end of the condenser tank ' 
the distillate passes by the pipes 17 and 18 _ 
into the receiving drum Z, _as already' de 

' scribed. 

The pipe 14 through which the crude ma 
terial enters the system leads into the inter 
mediatecompartment 9.0 substantially at the 
lower end of said compartment; and the in 
coming crude material completely fillsv said «ï‘ 
intermediate compartment surrounding and 
being heated'by the vapor and residuum 
pipes, and from a point near the upper end i 
of said compartment lflows through the pipe 
15 into the upper end ofthe tank T, the level 

. ingwhich latter Kis maintained constant by a 
float vcontrolled valve 99 (Fig. 1). 
Inorder to maintain a predetermined or 

desired level' of the condensate in the conden 
ser. C the same isxpreferably> equipped with ß ‘ 
a leveling device similar to that disclosed 
in my former application Serial No; 557 ,421, 
hereinabove referred to,'and also' disclosed 
and claimed in another application filed by 
me on the 29th. day -ofDecemben 1921, Se- Iii 
rial _N0. 525,597.«^"'~‘ Briefly ¿ describing the 
said leveling device, ̀ the Vvertical drain pipe 
18 with which thehorizontal drain pipe 17 
communicates .extends (to , a considerable 
height above the. pipe;17 and opposite the ' ' 
condenser Cl The pipe 18 is provided with a 
partition v100 slightly/.below the junction of 
the horizontal pipe 17, in which partition-is 
slidab'ly mounted a tube 101 having an open 
upper end, as shown in Fig. 10, carrying a 
spider 102,` in the hub o_f which is swivelled 
Ythe lower end of a screw-threaded rod 103, 
»this latter extending upwardly through and 
in threaded engagement with a head or cap 
1041011 the upper’end of the pipe18 and 
equipped witha handîwheel 105 for turning 
the same. By raising'an'd'lowering the over- , 
flow-tube 1101,-, the upper open end of the 
latter establishes thelevel of the liquid in 
the condenser in an obvious manner. , ' 130 
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.The oil-supply pipe. 14- is equipped with 
a cock 106 and also with a check valve 107l 
adjacent to its connection to the condenser. 
For manipulating the valves 74 and 82 from 
the neighborhood of the valves 20, 22, 97 and 
106, the former is provided with operating 
connections comprising mitergears 108, 109, 
rod 110, miter gears 111, 112 and rod 113; 
and the'latter is prm‘ided with operating 
connections comprising miter gears 114, 115 
rod 116, miter gears 117, 118, and rod 119. 
In the operation of the system, the cock 

106 being opened, the‘crude oil to be cracked 
, is forced by a pump ̀ froman outside source 
through‘line 14 past check valve 107 into the 

' intermediate chamber of condenser C tllling 
the space around. the tubes of the latter. 
Thence the >-oil ,continues upwardly through 

` line l5` past float valve 99 into the overflow 
tank T,- yin which -a constant level is main 

 y _ _'tained.~ From tank T the oil Hows by grav 
‘ itythrough pipe 16, and by manipulating 
'.valve.. 82 the amount entering the perfo 
'rated pipe 80 is controlled at will. The per 
«fo'i‘ations in said pipe allow the incoming oil 
toïtr'ickle therethrough and buildup around 
heg-'vapor ,and residuum tubes in' the inter 

' i `,Irvie'Sd-iate chamber, so that the coldest portion 
 «is onv top and the hottest portion is at the 

e... bottom,». with the body of oil moving from 
' "' » -top to bottom counter-current to the upward 

travel‘iof the vapors and residuum. From 
Athe'íbottom of the intermediate chamber of 

¿fighe déphlegmator Athe.oil flows throughpipe 
3. Sintothe bottom,y chamber'62 of the de 

phlegmator. With a constant flow'entering 
through pipe 80, the height of oil in the in 
termediate chamber of the dephlegmator may 
be controlled at will by means of the regu 
lating valve 74. This. in turn determines 
the time required for the oil to pass through 

' the chamber,- or, in other words, the length of 
 p time it is incontact with the vapor and re 

nu 

siduum tubes,`which, in turn, controls the 
\ '_ amount of reílux dropping out of the vapors 

In the compartment (S2-the feed oil mixes 
with the reflux from the vapors, and the mix 
ture flows through the pipes 69, 10, and 53, 
and funnel'55 and overiiow trough 56 onto 

' the iirst heating plate. . Flowing back and 
forth over the several heating plates, the re 

' ñuX is again vaporized together with such 
portion of the crude oil as will'vaporize at 
the operating >temperature and> pressure. 
From the bottom of the still the residuum 
tlows through pipe 25 into tank R. 

Since there is a wide range of tempera- 
ture increase from the top heating plate to 
the bottom heating vplate and the vapors re 
leased from >the upper plates are forced to 
mingle in the same‘chamber with the Avapors 
released from the bottom plates, the former 
are heated by the latter 'far above their va 
porizing temperatures, which- heating aids 
ytheir QrëCkîDg to the lower boiling points, 

Bearing in .mind that there is a complete 
set of boiling ranges of oil in the vapor state 
between the top and the bottom of the still, ‘ 
and that there has been ‘a clean separation 
of vapor and residuum with the latter re 
moved, and that constantly there is added to 
this mass of vapor the additional vapor from 
reflux that was previously partially cracked, 
an ideal Ycondition to assist in cracking is 
presented. It should also be noted that this 
cracking zone is attended with a continued 
retrogression of temperature creating a con 
tinual scrubbing in an upward direction. 
The residuum is forced upward from the 

tank R by the pressure maintained on the 
latter and, after passing through the resid- 
uum conduits of the heating plates, leaves 
the still through pipes 45, 46 and 11 which 
are enclosed within the vapor line. T hence 
the residuum follows a path within and par 
allel to the path of the vapors to the bottom 
of condenser C, and is lowered in tempera 
ture in the' same manner as the vapors. name 
ly, by giving'up its heat to the infiowing oil 
traveling counter-current thereto. 
The vapors from the still flow through the 

upper portion of pipe 10 and the branch 
pipes 71 and 72 into the bottom chamber 62 
of the dephlegmator, whence they travel up 
wardly through the vapor tubes 63. follow 
ing the circuitous paths created therein by 
@the spirals; during which travel a portion 
of the vapors is'condensed and ydrops back 
wardly into the chamber 62. By raising or 
lowering _the level of the _oil around the tubes 
ythrough manipulation of the regulating 
valve 74, the amountïof retiux dropping out 
è’ofthe vapors is increased or decreased. This 
controls the temperature of the-vapors emit 
ted from the dephlegmator, and this‘in turn 
determines the boiling range of the distillate 
produced. » - 

The vapors traveling through line 12 over 
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into the condenser continue downwardly . I' 
through the tubes 92 of thel condenser in 
which they are cooled and condensed by the 
crude oil traveling upwardly, with the aid 
of the leveling device which increases or 
decreases the condensed liquid level in the 
condenser. Flowing out of the'bottom of 
the condenser through lines 17 and 18, the~ ` 
distillate continues downwardly into the re' 

110 

Ceiving drum Z. From this latter the dis'-‘ l" 
tillate is released as desired through valve 
22 and line 21 to storage. The permanent 
gas that accompanies the distillate to the 
receiving drum is released through valve 20 
and line 19 only fast enough to maintain a 
constant pressure in the system. ~ - 
From the foregoing it will be seen that 

all of the heat in the distillate,producedl 
and residuumdrawn 0H is transferred ad 
vantageously .to the crude material. 
ylatter at al1 times is'traveling counter-cur 
rent to the distillate ‘and residuurn and at 

120 

125A 

This ' 

ne 



all times is in close proximity to extract 
heat from both. Thus before the crude ma 
terial reaches the still, and even to the time 
it drops out of the still 'as residuum, 1t 1s 
heated in a progression. This distributes 
the heating _suiiiciently to prevent local over 
heating at any point; or points, so that a 
minimum of coke is produced. Most of the 
coke 'produced is washed into the residuum 
tank by the How of the oil. " Thus all fire» 
hazards that are caused by local overheating 

' with direct >tire are entirely eliminated .in 
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the present system. Any coke deposited'on 
and adhering to the upper surfaces of the' 
heating plates-of the still is easily removed 
by disconnecting the pipe lines at the top 

‘ of the still and stripping the tank or bell Oii‘ 
the stack of heating plates so that acceîs to y, 
the latter is readily had. l 
The cracked vapors flow through a con 

tinuous passage that is constantly decreasing 
in temperature all the way-from the bottoruI 
of the still to the ‘top of the dephlegmator. 
This creates an ideal condition for cracked 
vapor to be further cracked in. a continued 
decreasing temperature zone, with a long 
enough time interval elapsing :for reactions 
and equilibrium to be set up. It is a Well 
known fact in the art of cracking oil that 
it is not necessary to employ pressure to 
accomplish cracking. The heat alone does 
the cracking; but to .attain desirable distil 
lates it is advantageous to employ pressure 
as a‘retarding agent; that is, to hold the 
vapors in the cracking zone and reaction» 
zones long enough for desirable compounds 
to form. The higher the pressure, the better 
the control, and the lower the boiling point 
of the distillate becomes. In addition, first 
it is de'firable to heat in a progression in 
the cracking chamber. allowing the vapors 
to rise and diffuse in the cracking zone. In 
my still the hottest vapors are at the bottom 
and the coldest at the top. Therefore, dif 
fusion of vapors takes place in a decreasing 
temperature zone. Secondly, in the reaction 
zonetdephlegmator) it is a distinct advan 
tage for vapor to pass through a decreasing 
temperature zone. In my dephlegmator this 
condition exists, and as the vapors travel 
upward, the heavier portions are re?luxed 
and drop down. creating a scrubbing effect. 
The vapor linally emitting from top of the 
dephlegmator is of a mueh‘higher tempera 
ture' than the average boiling point of dis 
tillate produced. Thus it is correct to state 
that said vapors are in a condition ont super 
heat, that is they are still fmuch higher than 
their own boiling point. Therefore, crack 
.ing is taking place in the dephlegmator. 
Thirdlv,'it is quite essentiai that _a long 
enough time elapse from the time the ,oil lis 
vaporized in the bottom of the still to the 
time it reaches the top of the reaction cham~ 
uher _(dephlegmator) iter cracking reaction', 
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`and equilibrium to be set up, or the'distill'ate ' 
produced Will be undesirable ;l that is, itv will 
contain too large a percent of unsaturated 
compounds and Will not be of the proper 
boiling range, f 

Finally„the apparatus is Well adapted'tov A 
serve as a continuously 'operating unit, 
thereby decreasing‘the-strain on material 
that is always present Where a cracking sys-Vv 
tem operates in cycles with batch runs.> ` 

ing the crude material throughv a still, sub-1v 
jecting the same in‘said still to the heat of a 

_ 'disuuing hydrocarbons, ‘ 
>under pressure 'to produce lower boiling 
point hydrocarbons,which consists in passé' 

80 

íiuid heating mediumandmesiduuin out of 
contactîwith both of vthe latter, said heating 
medium and residuum being» n_laintainedîoutQ4 
of contact with each other, passing the'vai‘` 
pors and residuum 'from said still " into 1a ' 
dephlegmator out of contact with each> other, - 
returning the reHuX from said'dephlegmator 

'Ito said sti1l,fand passing the uncondenseld' 
vapors from said dephlegmator to a con' 
denser. -' 

„2. A process of distilling hydrocarbons 
under pressure to produce lower boiling 
.point hydrocarbons, which consists in pass 
ingthe crude material successively through 
a vapor condenser, a dephlegmator and a 
still, simultaneously passing the residuum 
from said still through the dephlegmator 
counter-current to the íioW of the crude ma 
terial and out of contact with the latter, 
passing the vapors generated in -said Still in 
to said dephlegmator, and passing‘the un 
condensed vapors from said dephlegmator 
to said condenser. ' 

3. A process of distilling hydrocarbonsV 
under pressure to produce loiver boiling 
point hydrocarbons, which consists in pass 
ing the crude material successively through 
a vapor condenser, a dephlegmator and‘a 
Still, simultaneously passing the residuum 
from said still through the dephlegmator 
and the condenser counter-current to the 
flow of the crude material and out of con~ 
tact with' the latter, passing the vapors gen 
erated in said still into said dephlegmator, 
and passing -the uncondensed vapors from 
said dephlegmator to said condenser. 

4. A process of: distilling hydrocarbons 
under pressure to produce lower boiling 
point hydrocarbons, which consists in pass 
ing the crude material successively through 
a vapor condenser, a dephlegmator, andY al 
still, simultaneously passing the. residuum 
from said still through ‘the latter, the de_ 
phlegmator and 'the condenser' counter-cur 
rent` tothe iiow of the crude material and out 
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of contact with the latter, passing _the vapors ' 

mater, and passing the uncondensed vapors 
generated in said‘still into said dephleg~ì ' 

. . . (` 

,£30111 said dephlegmator to _said condenser. 13 
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5. A process of distilling petroleum' hydro 
carbons under pressure to produce lower 
boiling point hydrocarbons, which consists 
in passing the crude material in a continu- 
ous tlowA successively through a vapor con. 
denser, a dephlegmator anda still, simul 
taneously` passing the residuuni from said 
still through the latter, lthe dephlegin'ator 
and the condenser counter-current to the 
liow oit' the crude material and out of con 
tact with the latter, regulating the volumel 
of crude material in _the dephleginator >to 
produce distillates of the >desired boiling 
point, passing the vapors Agenerated in said 
still into said dephlcginator, passing> the 
uncondensed vapors from said dephlegmator 
to said condenser, and comxningling the re~ 
flux fromthe dephlegmator with the crude 
material Íioiving from the latter into the 
still. ' 

A6. A process of distilling hydrocarbons 
under pressure to produce lower boiling 
point hydrocarbons, which consists in pass 
ing the crude material successively through 
a vapor condenser, a dephlegmator and a 
still, simultaneously passing the residuum 

I from said stilll through the latter, the de 
phlegmator and the condenser counter-cur» 
rent to the lflovvof the crude material and out 
of contact With the latter, passing the va 
pors generated in said still into said dephleg~ 
mator, passing -the uncondensed vapors 
from said dephleginator to said condenser, 

» controlling the volume of Aliquid condensate 
35 

40 

in said condenser to thereby regulate the 
amount of heat transferred tothe crude ma 
terial and commingling the reflux from the 
dephlegmator with the crude material flow 
ing from the latter into the still.k 

7. A process> of distilling hydrocarbons 
_under pressure to produce lower boiling` 

I point‘hydrocarbons, which consists in pass 
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ing the crude material successively through 
a vapor condenser, a dephlegmator and a 
still, simultaneously passing the residuum 
from said still through the latter, the de 
phlegmator and the condenser counter-cur» 
rent to the flow of' the crude material and out 
of contact with the latter, passing the va 
pors generated in said still into said dephleg 
mator, passing the uncondensed vapors from 
said dephlegmator to said condenser, con-v 
trolling the volumel of liquid condensate in 
said condenser _to thereby regulate the 
amount of heat transferred to the crude ma 
terial, regulating the volume ,of crude ma 
terial in the dephlegmator to produce dis 
tillates of the desired boiling point, and v 
commingling the reflux `from the¿dephleg 
_mator with the crude material flowing from 
the latter intoA the still.' »_ ì , l . 

8. In an oil cracking-system of hydrocar 
bon distillatiom'the combination of a still, 

65" a dephlegmator provided with conduits for 
.the separate íiow of vapors and residuum ' 

.phlegmator, and a pipe surrounding said 

site direction, flow conductors connecting 

lconduit of said dephlegmato‘r, and a pipe 

Vmator to the still. _ 

therethrough in on'e> direction and of crude 
material therethrough in the' opposite ̀ direc 
tion, means for passing residuum fror'gsaid 
still to the residuum conduit of saidàldeplileg' 
mator, means for passing L_the vvapors from 
saidv still to the vapor conduitV otfísaid ,del 
phlegmator, and means for 'passing Athefc'rfncle> 
material and reflux :troni said -deplil'eI " 
to said still. » ‘ '; _ 

9. In an oil cracking system of hyd" ., 
bon distillation, the combination of ‘ai ill, 
a dephlegmator provided with conduits :for 
the separate `floiv of vapors and residtuiv'ml 
therethrough in one direction and of crude 
material therethrough in the opposite direc 
tion, a pipe i’or conducting residuum from 
said still to the rcsiduum conduit of said 
dephlegmator, "and a pipe constituting a con 
duit for the vapor from the still to the de 
phlegmator and for the crude material and 
reflux from the dephlegmator> to the still. 

10. In an oil cracking system of hydrocar 
bon distillation, the combination of a still, .. _ 
a dephlegmator provided With conduits for - 
the separate flow of vapors and residuurn`9O 
therethrough in one direction and of crude 
material therethroughin the opposite direc' 
tion, a pipe for conducting residuum from 
said still Ato the residuum conduit of said de 

residuum pipe and constituting a conduit for the vapor from the still to the de'phlegmator i 

and for the crude material and reflux from 
the dephlegmator to the still. , 

ll. In an oil cracking system of hydrocar- 100 
bon distillation, the combination of a still, a l 
dephlegmator provided With conduits :tor 
the separate flow of vapors and residuum " 
therethrough in one direction an'd of the 
crude material therethrough in the oppo~ 
sitev direction. a condenser provided vvith 
conduits for the separate ?loW of vapors and 
residuumtherethrough in one direction and 
of crude material therethrough in the oppo 

1l() 

the vapor, residuumand crude material con 
duits respectively' of 4said dephlegmator 
and  condenser, a pipe for conducting 
residuum from said still to the residuum 

constituting -a conduit for the vapor from 
the still to the :dephlegmator and for the 
crude material and reflux from the dephleg 

12. In .an oil cracking system of l1ydrocar~ 
bòn distillation, the combination of a tank 
`for containing‘i‘esiduum` under pressure, 4a' 
still having la residuumconduit' extending 
therethrough and communicating'with said 
residuuìn tank, a ~ldephlegmator-fy provided» 
with conduits for the separate flow of'va- l 
pors'and residuum therethrough in, one/direc 
tion and of the crude material therethrough 
in theopposite 'direct-ion, a-condenser vpro- -I 
vided withconduits forthe separate .flow of 
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vapors and residuuni therethrough in one 
direction and of the crude material there 
through in the opposite direction, flow con 
ductors connecting the Vapor, residuum and 
crude material conduits respectively of said 
dephlegmator and condenser, a pipe for con 
ducting residuuin from‘the residuum con 
duit ot' said still to the residuumconduit of 
said dephleginator, and a pipe surrounding 
said residuuni pipe and constituting a con 
duit for the vapor from the still to the de 
phleginator and for the crude material and 
reflux Jfrom the dephlegmator to the still." 

13._ In a gravity How cracking system ot 
hydrocarbon distillation, the combination of 
a, still7 a dephlegmator located 'on a higher 
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level than said stilLan oil 'tank located on a i 
higher level than said dephlegmatzor? and a 
vapor condenser; plpes for, conducting the 
crude material into said condcnser,' from 20 
said condenser to" said-ltanlr, and from said ' 
tank to said dephlegmator, means for con 
ducting crude material from said dephleg 
mator to said still and vapors from said 
still to said dephlegmator, a pipe for-con 
ducting residuum from'said’still to said de 
phlegmator, pipes for conducting vapors and 
fresiduum fromsaid dephlegmator to said 
condenser, and valves ‘for regulating Í_the 
flow of the crude material into and 'from 
said dephlegmator. ‘ - 
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